


























Review Date:
06/23/2014

PREDATOR TRUCKING COMPANY
U.S. DOT #: 401385

Part C
Name of Person contacted: Dr. Andrew Lockshaw
Position of person contacted: DO
Telephone Number of test site: 330-755-3233
Results: Confirmed

ME's License Number: PA MD067371L
Date of Issuance of the MEC: 12/10/2013
Date of Check: 6/26/2014
Time of Check: 3:16 pm
Telephone Number of test site: 814-308-8155
Results: Not confirmed, left messages
CRASH INDICATOR:
Predator Trucking Company had 13 recordable crashes in the previous 12 months.  Of the 13, Predator contributed to 6 of
them.  The evaluation of crashes which were contributed to by Predator drivers revealed a pattern of unsafe behavior which
led to some accidents.  This is a potential area of weakness for the carrier moving forward.  Below is a review of the
crashes in the previous 12 months.
5/30/2014- Predator Driver  was traveling NB on US127 near Bryan, OH when he was T-boned by another
car that ran a red light.  Predator driver not cited.  Another CMV was struck as a result of the crash.  Tow and injury
accident.  No drug and alcohol required.
Investigator Comments: Predator did not cause accident
4/16/2014- Predator Driver  was traveling SB on Pittsburgh Rd near Butler, PA and attempting to change lanes
just prior to an intersection.  The vehicle in front of the Predator CMV stopped for the red light and the Predator driver
rear-ended the stopped vehicle.  Predator Driver cited.  Tow and injury accident.  Occurred at 7:48 am.  Alcohol test was
done at 1:08 pm and drug test was done at 1:10 pm.  Review of the driver logs and GPS data show the driver had adequate
time off.  No explanation in files as to why the alcohol test was not accomplished within 2 hours.
Investigator Comments: Predator driver contributed to the crash by attempting to change lanes near/at intersection.  Unsafe
driving.
3/27/14- Predator Driver  was traveling EB on SR 8010 behind another unit.  Predator Driver failed to stop and
rear-ended the other unit.  Predator CMV towed.  Predator cited.  Crash occurred at 6:14 am.  Alcohol: completed at 1:25
pm (7 hours and 10 min).  No explanation in file as to why the test was not completed within the 2 hour window.  Interview
with Safety Director, Trina Dasch, stated the mechanic went to pick up the driver and bring him back to the local lab for
testing which is standard procedure.  Ms. Dasch was unaware the testing was to be completed as soon as possible or a
note was to be in the file if it was not completed within 2 hours.  Drug testing done at 2:10 pm on that date.  Logs compared
to GPS show that Predator driver had required off duty periods.  Driver stated to police that he put on brakes, but truck did
not stop (Truck 113).  Driver stated to safety department that a pocket knife fell under his brake pedal and that was why the
brakes did not work.  A review of the maintenance records for Truck 113 revealed the vehicle was undergoing regular
monthly inspections.  No issues with the brakes were noted in the vehicle maintenance record.  A review of DVIRs showed
no write ups on the brakes in the days leading up to the accident.
Investigator Comments: Predator Driver contributed to the accident by rear-ending another vehicle.  Reason unknown.
Mechanical failure of CMV ruled out.
3/5/2014- Predator Driver  was traveling WB on Fort Pitt Bridge near Pittsburgh, OH at 9:00 am.  Driver was
going too fast for traffic conditions and truck/trailer overturned, pinning another car between the CMV and the guardrail.
Tow and Injury accident.  Driver cited.  Alcohol accomplished at 1:52 pm, Drug testing done at 1:50 pm.  No note in file
about alcohol test being given outside 2 hour window.  Review of logs and GPS record shows driver had adequate time off
duty, logs were accurate.
Investigator Comments: Predator Driver contributed to accident by driving too fast for conditions (Unsafe driving)
2/28/2014- Predator Driver  was traveling SB on I-81 at approximately 9:05 pm when he slowed and
attempted to turn around in the emergency vehicle turn around.  A CMV that had been following behind the Predator CMV
and struck the Predator CMV from the rear.  Tow accident.  Predator driver cited.  Drug test accomplished at 11:44 am.
Alcohol test not performed.  Note in file shows Trina's attempts to contact a location to have the alcohol test performed.
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